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Ransohoff Introduces the New Generation Lean-Jet® RB-FLEX Parts Washer.
October 2014 – Cincinnati, OH

Ransohoff, a division of Cleaning Technologies Group LLC, is proud to introduce its new generation
Lean-Jet® RB-FLEX+ immersion cleaning system. The Lean-Jet RB-FLEX+ is one of most flexible and
scalable platforms that can be configured for a variety of parts and capacities from camshafts to
locomotive engine blocks weighing over 20,000 lbs. The washer cleans using our patented "triple
action" batch cleaning process washing and rinsing process of agitation, sprays impingement,
hydraulic purging through immersion and rotation, and heated blow-off drying. Options such as
clamp and flush, precision probes and manifolds or ultrasonics can be added if even more focused
cleaning is required.
The Lean-Jet RB-FLEX+ parts washer also features the latest Siemens programmable controller and
operator interface screen. This controls platform boosts system flexibility for automation
integration, process control and data logging while offering an intuitive user interface.
As with all of the Ransohoff Lean-Jet products, customer specific basket designs are available to
accommodate larger parts.

For more information about Cleaning Technologies Group, please visit: http://www.ctgclean.com.
Cleaning Technologies Group, LLC is a world leader in providing innovative cleaning and waste
minimization technologies to precision and industrial manufacturing markets. CTG is comprised of
Ransohoff located in Cincinnati, Ohio, Blackstone~NEY Ultrasonics located in Jamestown, New York,
and CTG Asia located in Suzhou, China. The Group is the premier provider of high technology,
environmentally friendly parts-cleaning and waste-minimization equipment and services to the global
marketplace. CTG LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of NM Group Global, LLC.
NM Group Global LLC is a holding company for a growing group of manufacturing firms with a global
reach for sourcing and marketing. Founded in 2002 with the purchase of National Machinery LLC, the
original holding company, and world leader in the development and manufacture of cold forming
machines, process technology, and aftermarket services. National Machinery, founded in 1874, is
headquartered in Tiffin, Ohio with service centers and sales offices throughout the world.
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